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In recent demonstrations of the quantum charge-coupled device (QCCD) computer architecture,
circuit times are dominated by cooling. Some motional modes of multi-ion crystals take orders-of-
magnitude longer to cool than others because of low coolant ion participation. Here we demonstrate
a new technique, which we call phonon rapid adiabatic passage (phrap), that avoids this issue by
coherently exchanging the thermal populations of selected modes on timescales short compared
to direct cooling. Analogous to adiabatic rapid passage, we quasi-statically couple these slow-
cooling modes with fast-cooling ones using DC electric fields. When the crystal is then adiabatically
ramped through the resultant avoided crossing, nearly-complete phonon population exchange results.
We demonstrate this on two-ion crystals, and show the indirect ground-state cooling of all radial
modes—achieving an order of magnitude speedup compared to direct cooling. We also show the
technique’s insensitivity to trap potential and control field fluctuations, and find that it still achieves
sub-quanta temperatures starting as high as n̄ ∼ 200.

I. INTRODUCTION

Trapped ions are a useful tool for quantum infor-
mation and metrology [1–6], due, in part, to the fact
that we can precisely manipulate their internal states
[7–21]. Generally, we increase this control by cooling
relevant motional modes to near their ground state
[1], which can improve the fidelity of two-qubit gates
[14, 15, 19, 22–25] and the precision of atomic clocks
[26–31]—often using a sympathetic coolant ion of a
different species than the qubit/clock ion, since this
can help prevent crosstalk and other technical issues
[5, 6, 32–34]. Of particular interest are computers
based on the quantum charge coupled device (QCCD)
architecture [33], which use surface Paul traps [35–39] to
confine and shuttle qubit/coolant crystals to and from
designated trap zones [5, 6]. Paul traps confine each ion
with a ponderomotive ‘pseudopotential’ transverse to
the trap axis, with a depth that scales with mass like
1/m. In order to prevent the decoupling of radial modes
into ‘slow-cooling’ mostly-qubit modes and ‘fast-cooling’
mostly-coolant modes [40, 41], the ion mass ratio must
be kept near unity. For example, switching from 27Al+-
9Be+ to 27Al+-25Mg+ enabled more effective cooling
in clocks [30, 42, 43], decreasing errors from thermal
motion by over an order-of-magnitude. Similarly, many
gating schemes directly couple the qubits to radial
modes [19, 22, 44–52], making entropy removal from
these modes especially important.

Some schemes have attempted to cool these modes in-
directly by first cooling a fast-cooling mode, coherently
exchanging its thermal population with a slow-cooling
mode, and then repeating the cooling step—essentially
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turning the first mode into a heat sink. This general idea
is promising, but developing methods that straightfor-
wardly integrate into QCCD architectures is challenging.
One way to couple/exchange modes is to use their inter-
nal states as a bus [53, 54]. Unfortunately, this necessi-
tates entangling the ions with the mode we intend to cool,
indicating that, to cool a mostly-qubit mode, you need to
entangle your qubit ion to its motion—exposing the qubit
to decoherence. It is also possible to couple modes via
the Kerr-like terms in the Coulomb potential [55–57], but
this interaction is limited in strength and difficult to con-
trol. Alternatively, modes may be electronically coupled
by modulating the harmonic potential at the difference
frequency between two modes using only the electrodes
[58–60]. This technique can be described by an effective
phonon exchange (beam-splitter) Hamiltonian [61], driv-
ing a ‘Rabi flop’ that fully exchanges the modes’ pop-
ulations at specified times [58]. However, this scheme
has several drawbacks. First, motional mode frequencies
are usually ∼ MHz, well outside the typical electrode fil-
ter bandwidth, limiting the achievable drive strengths.
It is also relatively sensitive to the control field’s ampli-
tude and frequency, requiring careful local calibration to
compensate for the variations in trap potential which are
unavoidable in any large-scale system. Yet scalable archi-
tectures must rely on broadcasted waveforms to budget
the total signal count [62], and it is not possible to op-
timize a single broadcasted waveform for every crystal
across the trap.

In this work, we present a new method for transferring
thermal population between the motional modes of
a crystal, inspired by rapid adiabatic passage [63].
This technique, which we term phonon rapid adiabatic
passage (phrap), uses quasi-static control signals and
is less sensitive to parameter fluctuations than the
Rabi-flop schemes discussed above [64]. To implement
phrap, we manipulate the control electrodes of our trap
to bring the frequency of a cold motional mode (n̄ ∼ 0)
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FIG. 1. Phrap technique overview. (a) A trapped crystal of two ions with masses m1 ̸= m2 is displaced off the trap’s RF
null (lower dashed line) in the radial y-direction by a spatially homogeneous electric field Ey. Because of the mass-dependence

of the RF pseudopotential, the ions experience different radial confinements k
(1)
y ̸= k

(2)
y and are therefore displaced off the null

by different amounts. This creates an angle ϕ between the principal trapping axes of each ion and the axis of the Coulomb
interaction between them, coupling axial (x-direction) and radial (y-direction) modes. (b) Snapshots of the physical positions
and displacement vectors of ions undergoing phrap. (I) Both ions begin on the RF null with displacement vectors consistent
with the to-be-phraped eigenmode. (II) The coupling shim is added. (III) The axial trap frequency is ramped past the point
of axial-radial mode degeneracy. (IV) The coupling shim is turned off and the axial frequency quickly relaxes to the original
value. At the end of the relaxation, the ion motion has swapped from the initial mode to the target mode.

and a hot motional mode (n̄ ∼ 10) close to degeneracy.
While doing this, we use an electric field to push the
ions off the RF null of the trap. Because of the 1/m
dependence of the pseudopotential, this field pushes the
differently-massed ions different distances, giving the
Coulomb force a mutual projection onto the axial and
radial directions (see Fig. 1). This couples the radial and
axial modes, opening an avoided crossing we use to drive
the phonon exchange. We ramp the control electrodes
to pass through the avoided crossing at a rate that is
slow relative to the crossing’s splitting, maintaining
each mode’s state while swapping their characters (see
Fig. 2). We then turn off the coupling and diabatically
return to the original well through the now-closed mode
crossing, completing the mode exchange. There is evi-
dence that similar transitions can occur, inadvertently,
in certain transport operations, limiting performance by
allowing heat to leak between axial and radial modes [65].

Specifically, in Sec. II we present the theory of phrap,
analyzing the scheme for 2-modes and then generalizing
to N -modes. We then discuss how radial electric fields
can induce the type of mode-mode coupling needed for
phrap—only in mixed-species crystals. We also point out
what are likely to be the biggest control error mecha-
nisms. Then, in Sec. III, we experimentally demonstrate
phrap on Ba-Yb crystals. First, we show how radial
electric fields can couple two modes, showing the asso-
ciated avoided crossing. Then, we demonstrate the full-
transfer of population between two targeted modes. We
also show the scheme’s robustness to control parameters,
confirming that it remains efficient for a wide range of
sequence durations, trap confinements, and mode tem-

peratures. We then demonstrate two ways to achieve
all-mode-cooling with direct cooling only on a subset of
modes. In Sec. IV, we discuss a scheme that allows all-
mode-cooling, given direct cooling on any crystal mode.
Finally, in Sec. V, we offer a conclusion.

II. THEORY

We consider a two ion crystal in an ‘uncoupled’ Paul
trap, where each ion j experiences the potential:

Vt,j = Vxx,jx
2
j + Vyy,jy

2
j + Vzz,jz

2
j , (1)

where we take x to be the crystal axis, while r ∈ {y, z}
are the two radial directions. The curvatures are:

Vxx,j = VDC, Vrr,j =
V 2
RF

Ω2
RFmj

− crVDC, (2)

where VDC is the DC curvature that provides axial con-
finement, cy + cz = 1 are the corespondent fractional de-
creases in radial curvature, and mj is the mass of ion j.
The terms VRF and ΩRF are the strength and frequency
of the RF drive that creates the pseudopotential. Im-
portantly here, the pseudopotential term scales inversely
with mj , meaning heavy ions are less confined than light
ones [1]. We assume the two ions are in equilibrium,
meaning the Coulomb force experienced by each ion com-
bines with the trap to result in net zero force. This mu-
tually repulsive Coulomb potential also contributes to
the quadratic potential experienced by each ion (see Ap-
pendix C).
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A. Phonon rapid adiabatic passage

Two-modes

We initially restrict our study to two modes a and b.
If we adjust the trap’s DC electrodes slowly relative to
the ‘uncoupled’ mode frequencies ωa(b), the ions will adi-
abatically follow their equilibrium positions. Similarly, if
we ensure ω̇a(b) ≪ ω2 the modes will not squeeze [66, 67],
and we can represent the uncoupled Hamiltonian as:

Ĥab = ℏωaâ
†â+ ℏωbb̂

†b̂. (3)

Remaining agnostic to its source (see Sec. II B), if we ma-
nipulate the crystal to couple the two modes, the equa-
tion becomes:

Ĥ ′
ab=ℏωaâ

†â+ℏωbb̂
†b̂+

ℏΩ
2

(
â†b̂+ âb̂†

)
. (4)

We can diagonalize Ĥ ′
ab with the transformation [68]:

H̃ ′
ab = T̂ †ĤabT̂ + iℏ ˙̂

T †T̂ , (5)

where

T̂ = exp
(
θr

[
â†b̂− âb̂†

])
, (6)

and θr = arctan(Ω/2δ), where δ ≡ ωa − ωb, giving:

H̃ ′
ab = ℏ

(
ωa cos

2[θr] + ωb sin
2[θr]−

Ω

2
sin[2θr]

)
ã†ã

ℏ
(
ωb cos

2[θr] + ωa sin
2[θr] +

Ω

2
sin[2θr]

)
b̃†b̃

+iℏθ̇r
[
ã†b̃− ãb̃†

]
≃ ℏω̃aã

†ã+ ℏω̃bb̃
†b̃. (7)

In the second line, we introduced the ‘coupled’ mode
frequencies ω̃a(b) and assumed |θ̇r| ≪ δ̃. If we ensure
adiabaticity in this way, the time propagator for the
system converges to T̂—up to a phase shift that we
ignore since it does not affect population transfer.

The phrap control sequence begins with ωa(b) < ωb(a)

and |Ω| ≪ |δ|, such that θr ≃ 0. During the operation,
we increase the size of Ω to a maximum while ramping
through the point ωa ≃ ωb, i.e. δ ≃ 0. Looking at
Eq. (7), we see that when δ = 0, the two modes are

split by δ̃ = Ω—an avoided crossing. We illustrate this
in Fig. 2(a), where we can see the minimum splitting of
the two eigenfrequencies is ∼ Ω. Finally, we continue to
ramp the crystal until ωa(b) > ωb(a), while decreasing the
mode coupling until |Ω| ≪ |δ| again. At this point in
the sequence, the value of θr → π/2 [69], and thus the

operator T̂ exchanges the two modes:

T̂ †âT̂ → b̃

T̂ †b̂T̂ → ã. (8)

At the same time, Eq. (7) indicates that when θr → π/2,
ω̃a(b) → ωb(a), pointing again to the modes’ exchange of
character.

N-modes

A crystal with K ions will have N = 3K motional
modes, many of which may be coupled at once. Assuming
again that the crystal is adjusted slowly relative to each
mode frequency ωm, the ‘coupled’ Hamiltonian becomes:

Ĥ ′
N = ℏ

∑
m

ωmâ†mâm + ℏ
∑
m<n

Ωmn

(
â†mân + âmâ†n

)
,

(9)

where Ωmn is the coupling amplitude between modes m
and n. Assuming the unitary transformation TN diago-
nalizes Ĥ ′

N , we can rewrite the equation as:

H̃ ′
N = T̂ †

N ĤN T̂N + iℏ ˙̂
T †
N T̂N

≃ ℏ
∑
m

ω̃mã†mãm, (10)

where ω̃m are the ‘coupled’ mode frequencies. In the
second line, we assume the system changes adiabati-
cally, i.e. that the eigenvectors of the system change
slowly compared the mode-mode splittings. Similar to
what was shown for two modes, if the frequency splitting
δmn ≡ ωm−ωn of two modes changes sign when Ωmn ̸= 0,
they exchange character and the values of ω̃m and ω̃n un-
dergo an avoided crossing. Now, if each value of Ωmn is
adiabatically ramped on/off at the beginning/end of an
operation, the system’s eigenmodes and eigenfrequencies
must converge to what they would be had there been no
mode-mode coupling to begin with. Therefore, even if a
sequence contains several avoided crossings, it is straight-
forward to determine the mode permutation induced by
a sequence using the eigenfrequency plots with/without
mode-mode coupling; when the value of ω̃m converges to

a

b

c
c

b

a

a

a

b
a

b

a

b

<latexit sha1_base64="H9wliKrN4DFs/efXFBabCmojNQc=">AAACAXicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKqMegF29GMA9IltA76SRjZmeXmVkhLDn5A171D7yJV7/EH/A7nCR7MIkFDUVVN91dQSy4Nq777eRWVtfWN/Kbha3tnd294v5BXUeJYlhjkYhUMwCNgkusGW4ENmOFEAYCG8HwZuI3nlBpHskHM4rRD6EveY8zMFaqt+9C7EOnWHLL7hR0mXgZKZEM1U7xp92NWBKiNEyA1i3PjY2fgjKcCRwX2onGGNgQ+tiyVEKI2k+n147piVW6tBcpW9LQqfp3IoVQ61EY2M4QzEAvehPxP6+VmN6Vn3IZJwYlmy3qJYKaiE5ep12ukBkxsgSY4vZWygaggBkb0NyWQMEQzbhgg/EWY1gm9bOyd1E+vz8vVa6ziPLkiByTU+KRS1Iht6RKaoSRR/JCXsmb8+y8Ox/O56w152Qzh2QOztcvnVSXbA==</latexit>

⌦

FIG. 2. Eigenfrequencies ω versus time, both in arbitrary
units. (a) Example two-mode phrap sequence that exchanges
modes a and b. The minimum separation of the two frequen-
cies is given by the mode coupling strength Ω (see text). (b)
Example three-mode phrap sequence. By adiabatically ramp-
ing through this sequence when mode a is coupled to modes
b and c (solid lines), then reversing the process with the cou-
pling off (dashed lines), the operation will permute the mode
populations: a → b → c → a.
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some ωn at the end of a sequence, m indicates the initial
mode, and n the mode it is mapped onto. See, for exam-
ple, Fig. 2(b), where we show a three mode (labeled a, b,
and c) phrap sequence where ωa crosses both ωb and ωc,
shown with (solid) and without (dashed) non-zero values
of Ωab and Ωac. At the end of the sequence, we see that
ω̃a ≃ ωb, ω̃b ≃ ωc, and ω̃c ≃ ωa; this means mode a con-
verges to mode b, mode b converges to mode c, and mode
c converges to mode a. The sequence will thus permute
mode temperatures according to n̄a → n̄b → n̄c → n̄a.
Alternatively, we could track the avoided crossings and
the mode exchange associated with each.

B. Radial electric fields for mode-mode coupling

In this section, we describe how quasi-static radial elec-
tric fields applied to a mixed-species crystal generate ax-
ial/radial mode-mode coupling. We assume each ion j is
confined by Vt,j , defined in Eqs. (1-2), making the ‘un-
coupled’ potential VT = Vt,1 + Vt,2 + VC, where:

VC ≃ 1

2
VDC

(
x2
d −

1

2
[y2d + z2d]

)
, (11)

is the Coulomb potential Taylor expanded about the ions’
equilibrium positions r⃗1(2) = 0 (see Appendix C), and
r⃗d ≡ r⃗2 − r⃗1 is their relative displacement in these coor-
dinates. For mode-mode coupling, we ramp on a radial
electric field VE in addition to VT . This is given by:

VE = Fy

(
y1 + y2

)
+ Fz

(
z1 + z2

)
, (12)

which we can rewrite as:

VE = Fy,cqy,c + Fy,sqy,s + Fz,cqz,c + Fz,sqz,s, (13)

where qr,s(c) is the mass-weighted position coordinate of
the rSTR(rCOM) eigenmode of VT and:

Fr,s(c) ≡ Fr

(βr,s(c)
1√
m1

+
β
r,s(c)
2√
m2

)
, (14)

is the force projected onto each mode. Written in this
basis, the potential is a set of uncoupled harmonic oscil-
lators, so the changes in the ions’ equilibrium positions
are given by:

q̄r,s(c) =
Fr,s(c)

ω2
r,s(c)

, (15)

which we can convert to individual ion coordinates r̄1(2),
if needed. We can now rewrite VT in these equilib-
rium positions r ′

1(2) = r1(2) − r̄1(2). The transformation

VT → V ′
T eliminates linear terms from the potential, by

definition, which means VE vanishes from V ′
T ; since Vt,j is

quadratic, V ′
t,j is identical to Vt,j except for (also vanish-

ing) linear terms. The Coulomb potential, by contrast, is
anharmonic and contributes additional quadratic terms

to V ′
T . If our applied field displaces the ions in radial co-

ordinate r, the expansion of the Coulomb potential gains
∝ xdrd terms:

∂2VC

∂xd∂rd

∣∣∣
r⃗′1=r⃗′2=0

≃ 3r̄d
2d

VDC, (16)

where d is the axial separation of the ions [70]. Therefore,
the total potential defined by r⃗ ′

1(2) = 0 is:

V ′
T = VT + VC,xr, (17)

where:

VC,xr ≃ 3VDC

2d
[ȳdyd + z̄dzd]xd, (18)

which couples the axial and radial directions of the crys-
tal. Finally, we can rewrite VC,xr in the eigenmode basis
by substituting:

r′d≡
([ βc

2√
m2

− βc
1√
m1

]
qr,c+

[ βs
2√
m2

− βs
1√
m1

]
qr,s

)
. (19)

In same-species crystals, m1 = m2 and the rSTR

modes are antisymmetric (β
y(z),s
1 = −β

y(z),s
2 ). Because

of this, Eq. (14) implies zero-net force on each rSTR
mode, meaning q̄r,s = 0 according to Eq. (15). At the
same time, same-species rCOM modes are symmetric

(β
y(z),c
1 = β

y(z),c
2 ), so Eq. (19) indicates r′d = 0, from

which it follows that VC,xr = 0. In other words, radial
electric fields cannot generate mode-mode coupling for
same-species crystals. In mixed-species crystals, how-

ever, m1 ̸= m2 and β
y(z),c
1 ̸= β

y(z),c
2 , so applying a uni-

form force Fy(z) to the crystal leads to non-zero yd(zd),
and, in general, couples axial modes with radial modes.

C. Potential control errors

1. Backphraps

We have discussed the transfer of thermal population
from one mode to another, but in a manner that leaves
the crystal in a different well than it started in. Assum-
ing our cooling lasers have been configured to the initial
well, we must return to the original well without undoing
the transfer. If we simply invert the process described
above, returning to the initial well slowly compared to
all values of ω̃m − ω̃n, then we will undo the transfer; in
other words, R̂ ≃ T̂ † will be the return propagator (up
to a phase). To avoid this issue, which we will refer to

as a backphrap, we must ensure R̂ → Î to a sufficient
degree. We do this by first ramping off the radial electric
field—giving the mode spectrum shown by the dashed
lines in Fig. 2(b) in the absence of noise. This would
be sufficient to prevent backphraps under ideal condi-
tions, but stray electric fields will always add non-zero
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axial/radial coupling. Therefore, we also return to orig-
inal well over a short timescale relative to initial ramp
to reduce the sensitivity to stray fields. In practice, we
find typical stray field induced coupling strengths to be
small compared any value of ωm, allowing us to return
over a timescale short enough to be diabatic with respect
to potential backphraps, but slow enough to prevent co-
herently displacing or squeezing the crystal.

2. Parasitic phraps

The ability to return to the original well over rela-
tively small timescales makes it possible to implement
phrap in a way that is insensitive to stray field in-
duced backphraps, preventing heat from leaking into
previously-cooled modes. When we use phrap to cool
multiple modes at once, however, we must iteratively
transfer heat out of targeted modes, without leaking
heat into cooled modes—diminishing overall scheme’s
efficacy. In any phrap protocol, however, if ωm and
ωn cross for any two modes, then any stray field that
introduces a non-zero Ωmn between the two modes will
partially exchange their populations. Since this occurs
during the ‘adiabatic transfer’ part of the scheme, the
system could be more sensitive to this than backphraps.
We refer to the issue as a parasitic phrap.

While it is not possible to avoid unwanted mode-
mode coupling entirely, it is possible to implement phrap
schemes in a manner that is insensitive to parasitic
phraps. The first way to do this relies on the fact that
parasitic phraps are only problematic when they occur
between hot modes and cold modes. For example, if
modes a and b are partially exchanged, but they are both
cold (n̄a = n̄b ≃ 0) or they are both hot (n̄a ∼ n̄b ≫ 0),
then mixing the two modes will not affect their final tem-
peratures. If, on the other hand, we have cooled mode a
to the ground state and left mode b hot, then a parasitic
phrap could leak heat into mode a; this leakage will in-
crease mode a’s final temperature. Therefore, one way to
make a scheme insensitive to parasitic phraps is to order
the cooling sequence such that stray fields only couple
cold/cold or hot/hot modes. Another way to avoid par-
asitic phraps is to explicitly couple all pairs of modes
that cross and incorporate the resulting mode permu-
tation into the overall cooling cycle. We demonstrate
multi-mode cooling sequences based on examples of both
methods in Sec. III E.

III. EXPERIMENTS

A. Setup

We conduct all of our experiments with a cryogenic
surface-electrode trap, detailed in Ref. [5]. Briefly,
171Yb+ and 138Ba+ ions are loaded 67 µm above the

XCOM

YSTR

ZSTR

ZCOM

FIG. 3. Mode coupling demonstration. Mode frequency
profile of a BY crystal undergoing a phrap sequence. The
black dots are measured values, with uncertainties smaller
than their marker size. The solid colored lines are a single-
parameter fit to our RF voltage. The crystal is compressed
along the axial direction over 100 µs. Near the YCOM/XSTR
degeneracy, we ramp on an electric field along the y-direction,
making an avoided crossing; the solid black line is the strength
of this field versus time. The dashed grey lines represent the
mode profiles without the applied field, but with the same
axial compression. The black (grey) mode labels indicate the
participating (spectator) modes.

trap surface, forming a ∼ 3.5 µm long two-ion crystal
oriented in the x-direction. The ions are confined radi-
ally by a pseudopotential created with a ∼ 42 MHz RF
drive and axially by a 36-electrode subset of the trap’s
200 DC electrodes. To obtain non-zero laser projections
onto each mode, we rotate the static confining potential’s
principal axes 37.5◦ into the yz-plane during Doppler and
sideband cooling, and during Raman interrogation. In
every experiment, we first Doppler cool the crystal, then
initialize the Yb+ ion to the state |2S1/2(F = 0,mF = 0)⟩
using standard techniques [71]. We then sideband cool a
selection of modes to their motional ground states, then
send a waveform to the DC electrodes to swap its state
with a ‘hot’ (Doppler temperature) mode. Afterward,
we perform thermometry using motionally-sensitive Ra-
man pulses on the Yb+ clock transition |2S1/2(F =

0,mF = 0)⟩ → |2S1/2(F = 1,mF = 0)⟩, using light
with single-photon detuning ∆/2π = −250 GHz from
|2P1/2(F = 0)⟩. We tune the two-photon frequency dif-
ference to the clock transition or to one of its motional
sidebands, then read out ion’s spin state. We repeat
each experiment/measurement sequence several hundred
times. In the following, we refer to the in-phase (out-of-
phase) mode of the x axial direction as XCOM (XSTR),
and the r ∈ {y, z} radial direction as RCOM (RSTR).
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B. Mode coupling and transfer demonstrations

In Fig. 3, we generate axial/radial mode-mode cou-
pling with a radial electric field, as discussed in Sec. II B.
First, we adiabatically compress the crystal along the
x-direction, bringing XSTR through degeneracy with
YCOM. When we near the degeneracy, we smoothly
ramp on a 400 V/m y-polarized electric field, pushing
the Ba+ (Yb+) ion 0.7 (1.0) µm off the trap axis. This
opens up a 2π × 200 kHz avoided crossing between the
two modes—large compared to the 1/100 µs = 10 kHz
inverse waveform time. The solid lines are theoretical
predictions, fit only to our RF voltage, and the black
dots are Raman spectroscopy measurements; we observe
excellent agreement between the two.

In Fig. 4, we demonstrate phrap transfer by exchang-
ing the populations of XSTR and ZSTR. After Doppler
cooling, we sideband cool XSTR and YSTR—cooling
the latter prevents parasitic phraps (see Sec. II C 2).
We then couple XSTR with ZSTR using a 400 V/m
z-polarized electric field to enable a mode exchange;
the induced energy gap is 2π × 300 kHz. Again, we
smoothly ramp on (off) the coupling field before (after)
XSTR and ZSTR cross, leaving it off during the return
to the initial well; the whole sequence takes 100 µs. We
estimate n̄ by flopping on the carrier and the red/blue
sidebands of both modes, fitting the data to a thermal
state. We find that XSTR fully exchanges with ZSTR:
fits to our pre-phrap data indicate n̄ = 6.5(7) quanta for
ZSTR and n̄ = 0.02(1) for XSTR, whereas fits to our
post-phrap data indicate n̄ = 6.5(8) quanta for XSTR
and n̄ = 0.02(1) quanta for ZSTR.

Next, we determine how fast we can transfer phonons
before diabatic behavior decreases the sequence’s effi-
ciency. To do this, we vary the time of the phrap se-
quence analyzed in Fig. 4 then run a sideband asymme-
try measurement to estimate n̄ for ZSTR. We present our
results in Fig. 5. As expected, we see a decrease in effi-
ciency when the total inverse sequence time gets within
an order-of-magnitude of the frequency splitting between
XSTR and ZSTR. We observe sub-quanta transfer for all
phrap durations over ∼ 50 µs. That the scheme’s effi-
ciency converges above a given sequence duration is also
indicative of its insensitivity to the size of our applied
coupling field; in contrast to techniques based on Rabi
flopping [58–60], so long as the ratio of the induced cou-
pling and the inverse waveform time are kept above a
given value, phrap will work.

C. Robustness to trapping imperfections

A key advantage of phrap is that its reliance on
adiabatic rapid passage, rather than Rabi flopping,
makes it insensitive to the precise value of many com-
mon experimental parameters. We exemplify this in

Before phrap After phrap

P
ro

b
a

b
ili

ty

0.0

0.5

1.0

0.0

0.5

1.0

FIG. 4. Transfer demonstration. Carrier and sideband
flops on XSTR and ZSTR, before/after phrap transfer se-
quence. Pre-phrap, we measure n̄ = 6.5(7) on ZSTR and
n̄ = 0.02(1) on XSTR. Post-phrap, we measure n̄ = 0.02(1)
on ZSTR and n̄ = 6.5(8) on XSTR. Continuous curves are fits
to all data points, assuming thermal population distributions.
Black diamonds are pulses on the carrier, and upward point-
ing blue (downward pointing red) triangles are on the first
blue (red) sidebands of the indicated mode. Data is mea-
sured and fit simultaneously for XSTR and ZSTR modes.

FIG. 5. Residual phonons vs. phrap duration. Fi-
nal temperatures n̄ of ZSTR as a function of phrap duration
using the sequence analyzed in Fig. 4. At shorter times, dia-
batic behaviour decreases efficiency, causing a corresponding
increase of n̄. The blue circles are from sideband asymmetry
measurements, and the orange diamonds are from numerical
simulations.

Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), showing the target mode’s residual
temperature n̄ versus both stray electric fields and
mode frequency drifts, respectively. We apply a uniform
z-polarized coupling field, again using the XSTR-ZSTR
phrap sequence analyzed in Figs. 4 and 5 as an example
case; note that, in our prior demonstrations, we side-
band cooled YSTR to prevent parasitic phraps from
reducing the transfer’s efficiency. Here, we allow this
possibility by only sideband cooling XCOM and XSTR
before each run, leaving the spectator modes at Doppler
temperatures [72].

In Fig. 6(a), we show how a stray r-polarized electric
field Er can reduce the efficiency of a phrap sequence.
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We first observe that n̄ is independent of Ex, since
its effect is only to translate the trap center along x.
Examining Fig. 3, however, we can see XSTR crosses
YSTR before ZSTR. This means a stray y-polarized
electric field Ey could cause a parasitic phrap, leaking
heat into XSTR before we exchange it with ZSTR. In the
figure, we see how parasitic phraps between hot and cold
modes can add sensitivity to stray electric fields; when
|Ey| is larger than ∼ 25 V/m, the parasitic phrap leaks
enough heat to prevent sub-quanta cooling. Since XSTR
does not cross ZCOM, Ez will not also cause parasitic
phraps, but it could still decrease efficiency in two ways.
Firstly, if Ez cancels with the coupling field it will make
the system more sensitive to diabaticity. Secondly, as
discussed in Sec. II C 1, a large enough Ez could cause a
backphrap and (partially or fully) reverse the population
exchange during the return to the original well. In the
figure, we can see the latter is likely the limiting process
here, since we begin to see significant residual phonons
around Ez ∼ ±75 V/m, while the applied coupling field
is 400 V/m.

In a second test, we probe phrap’s immunity to mode
frequency fluctuations by scanning the trap’s RF voltage.
We design our phrap waveforms assuming a peak of 190
V. Since this value can vary from site to site in QCCD
architectures, phrap’s insensitivity could help maintain
high efficiency when using broadcasted waveforms [62].
In Fig. 6(b), we vary the RF voltage from 187 V to
200 V, run our example phrap sequence, then perform
sideband asymmetry measurements on the ZSTR mode
to estimate n̄. At either extreme, the phrap begins to
fail because the point of degeneracy between XSTR and
ZSTR shifts with respect the coupling shim’s maximum,
making the sequence more sensitive to diabatic behavior.
This can be ameliorated, as in Fig. 5, by increasing the
sequence time to maintain adiabaticity.

D. High-temperature behavior

Although we have focused on transferring excitation
out of modes that have been Doppler cooled, phrap could
be used to cool hotter modes as well; here we test phrap’s
temperature limits on an XSTR-ZSTR phrap sequence.
In contrast to the experiments described in Figs. 3-6,
we choose our initial well such that ZSTR is lower fre-
quency than YSTR. This allows us to cross only XSTR
and ZSTR, eliminating a potential parasitic phrap from
YSTR and letting us single out high-temperature effects.
After ground state cooling, we offset Yb+−Ba+ from the
RF null and excite the ZSTR mode by injecting a tone
onto the RF rails at the ZSTR frequency. We apply the
tone for 75 µs with variable amplitude. We then ramp
the axial trap frequency past the XSTR-ZSTR crossing
while coupling the modes with an electric field in the z-
direction. Shown in Fig. 7, we find that, up to ∼ 200
quanta, the operation leaves ZSTR at sub-quanta tem-

b

a

0

FIG. 6. Phrap tolerances. Residual temperatures n̄ of
ZSTR after we apply parameter offsets to the XSTR-ZSTR
example transfer sequence. Here, the blue circles are mea-
sured values and the orange lines/diamonds are numerical
predictions. In part (a), we apply uniform electric fields Er

along each direction r. In part (b), we alter the initial ZSTR
mode frequency by scanning the trap’s RF voltage. This fre-
quency range corresponds to changing the RF voltage 13 V.

FIG. 7. Residual vs. initial excitation. Quanta remain-
ing n̄final in the ZSTR mode after an XSTR-ZSTR phrap
sequence, as a function of initial quanta n̄initial. We inject
energy into the ZSTR mode via a tone on the RF rails.

peratures. For our hottest run, we inject ∼ 2000 quanta
into ZSTR and measure that 97% of the initial excitation
has transferred out of ZSTR. In principle, this means we
could use phrap for Doppler cooling—in the same way
we used it for sideband cooling in this work.
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E. Cooling all radial modes

So far, we have shown how to use phrap to cool
a mode to near the ground state without directly
sideband cooling it. If we can iteratively perform similar
transfers on other modes, without leaking heat into
modes we have already cooled, it follows that we only
need to directly cool a subset of modes to cool an entire
crystal. To demonstrate this, we cool all six modes of a
Ba+−Yb+ crystal while directly sideband cooling only
its axial modes. We show this using two distinct cooling
sequences, each avoiding parasitic phraps with one of
the two methods discussed in Sec. II C 2.

In the first demonstration, we cool the crystal with
four distinct phrap sequences. As with previous ex-
periments, we begin by Doppler cooling every mode
and initializing Yb+. Next, we sideband cool XSTR
to < 0.1 quanta, interpolate from the rotated static
well to the initial phrap well in 100 µs, run the phrap
sequence in 100 µs to exchange XSTR with one of the
radial modes, and finally interpolate back to the rotated
well in 100 µs. We repeat this sequence for each radial
mode. We provide a timing diagram for this in Fig. 8(a).

We phrap the radial modes from smallest to largest
frequency, i.e. (YSTR, ZSTR, YCOM, ZCOM), to
minimize the impact of parasitic phraps. At the end
of the sequence, we probe the red and blue sidebands
of each radial mode—shown in Fig. 8(b). From the
red/blue sideband ratios, we estimate the final mode
temperatures to be (n̄YSTR, n̄ZSTR, n̄YCOM, n̄ZCOM) =
(0.5(1), 0.22(8), 0.08(5), 0.05(3)). The residual excitation
in the radial STR modes at the end of the sequence is
likely due to photon recoil during the XSTR cooling
step, not from the phrap transfer itself (see Appendix
A). The degree to which we ground state cool the radial
COM modes is of particular note: directly cooling these
modes would be onerous, as they are decoupled from the
coolant ion [40, 41]. Traditional sideband cooling would
require 10s of milliseconds and sub-kHz mode stabilities.

In the above sequence, we cooled the radial modes by
iteratively exchanging XSTR with a given radial mode,
each exchange requiring a distinct waveform. Alterna-
tively, we could leverage a phrap sequence that inten-
tionally couples several modes at once, setting up a multi-
mode permutation (described in Sec. II A). As discussed
in Sec. II C 2, such a sequence should be insensitive to
stray fields as long as they are smaller than the applied
coupling fields. For this sequence, we adiabatically turn
on 200 V/m coupling fields in both radial directions for
140 µs before the axial ramping step, coupling XSTR to
every radial mode. We then axially compress the crystal
to two extents: Fig. 9(a), where XSTR crosses only the
radial STR modes; and Fig. 9(b), where XSTR crosses
every radial mode. After either operation, XSTR and ev-
ery mode it crosses will cyclically permute, i.e. n̄XSTR →

P
ro

ba
bi

lit
y

YSTR

YCOM ZCOM

ZSTR

Ramp to
phRAP 
well

phRAP Ramp to
static 
well

0.3 ms

... ...

XSTR
SB-cool
pulses
1.8 ms

Doppler/
state-
prep

6 ms

b

a
t = 0

2.6 3.38 3.432.7

FIG. 8. Cooling all radial modes with phrap. (a) Tim-
ing diagram of a phrap sequence. First, we Doppler cool the
Ba+−Yb+ crystal, initialize Yb+ to |2S1/2(F = 0,mF = 0)⟩,
and sideband cool XCOM and XSTR. To cool a given radial
mode, we interpolate from the rotated well to the initial phrap
well, implement a phrap exchange between XSTR and a spe-
cific radial mode, then interpolate back to the rotated well
and cool XSTR (now at Doppler temperature); we do this
for all four radial modes. (b) Sideband scan of the targeted
modes at the end of the sequence. We invert the x-axis of the
red sideband data (red triangles pointing down) to overlap
with that of the blue sideband data (blue triangles pointing
up), adding lines to guide the eye. According to the sideband
ratios, all modes are sub-quanta.

n̄YSTR → n̄ZSTR → n̄XSTR for Fig. 9(a) and n̄XSTR →
n̄YSTR → n̄ZSTR → n̄YCOM → n̄ZCOM → n̄XSTR for
Fig. 9(b). We ground-state cool XSTR after each per-
mutation. In short, applying the Fig. 9(a) phrap twice
will cool the radial STR modes, and then applying the
Fig. 9(b) phrap twice will cool the radial COM modes.
After sequentially applying all four phraps, we again use
the sideband ratios to estimate the final radial mode
temperatures, finding (n̄YSTR, n̄ZSTR, n̄YCOM, n̄ZCOM) =
(0.19(4), 0.38(7), 0.3(1), 0.5(2)). Similar to the previous
sequence, we attribute the residual temperatures primar-
ily to photon recoil heating the radial STR modes during
the XSTR cooling step (see Appendix A); unlike the pre-
vious sequence, the heat permutes to the radial COM
modes.

IV. GENERALIZED ALL MODE COOLING

As we have now shown, phraps between multiple
modes will cyclically permute a subset of a trapped ion
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a

b

XCOM

YSTR
ZSTR

ZCOM

XCOM

YSTR
ZSTR

ZCOM

FIG. 9. Permutation phraps. Mode frequencies versus
time for the permutation phrap sequences we use to cool
the radial modes of a Ba+−Yb+ crystal. At the end of ei-
ther sequence, XSTR and every mode it crosses (black labels)
cyclically permute, while the other modes (grey labels) act as
spectators; after each permutation, we sideband cool XSTR.
Implementing (a) twice cools the radial STR modes, after
which implementing (b) twice cools the radial COM modes.
We measure < 0.5 quanta in all four radial modes at the end
of the sequence.

crystal’s modes. Now, lets assume a cooling sequence
has two steps: directly cooling one mode of an n-mode
subset, then permuting the subset with phrap. After n
repetitions, every mode in the subset will be cold. It
follows that if a phrap cyclically permutes all N modes
of a crystal, then directly cooling any mode will cool
the entire crystal upon N repetitions. In Fig. 10, we
show the (theoretical) mode frequency plot for such a
sequence. In this example, we assume a Yb+ − Ba+

crystal radially confined with a value corresponding to
a single-171Yb+ radial frequency of ωr/2π = 2.75 MHz.
Initially, we confine the ions axially with a DC poten-

tial VDC = VDC,0

(
x2 − [y2 + z2]/2

)
, where VDC,0 =

mYbω
2
x/2 and ωx/2π = 1 MHz. Additionally, we split

the radial confinement using a yy − zz field, so that
the z-direction modes are lower frequency than the y-
direction modes. During the operation, we increase the
axial confinement while ramping on radial electric fields
Ey = Ez = 200 V/m. This causes the axial modes to
increase in frequency and the radial modes to decrease
in frequency to the extent the XSTR mode crosses ev-
ery radial mode, and the XCOM mode crosses the lowest
frequency radial mode YSTR. If we scan through each

avoided crossing slowly enough to maintain adiabaticity,
we can apply the technique outlined in Sec. II A to de-
termine the effect of the sequence, which is to map the
motional states n̄XCOM → n̄ZSTR → n̄YSTR → n̄ZCOM →
n̄YCOM → n̄XSTR → n̄XCOM. Since this phrap sequence
permutes every mode in the crystal, combining it with di-
rect cooling on any mode should enable all-mode-cooling.
In Fig. 10, we can see the narrowest avoided crossing is
the δ/2π ∼ 35 kHz crossing between YSTR and XCOM,
which could be a speed bottleneck. If this is the case,
it is possible to increase the avoided crossing’s size by
adding a Exy rotation shim to the system. We find
that doing this can significantly increase the size of the
avoided crossing, without significantly decreasing the size
of the other crossings. This allows us to operate on much
shorter timescales, at cost of introducing ion order depen-
dence to the coupling strength (see Appendix F).

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we proposed and demonstrated a tech-
nique to indirectly cool the motional modes of trapped
ion crystals. Due to its simplicity and immunity to com-
mon experimental drifts, we anticipate that phrap will
play an important role in reducing the time trapped ion
quantum computers spend cooling. Similarly, it could
simplify cooling in trapped ion atomic clocks. Phrap
would be especially impactful when the sideband cool-
ing of certain modes is hard due to beam geometries, or
because the modes are decoupled from the coolant ion.
The technique has minimal requirements, and should be
possible in most trapped ion laboratories that use mixed-

~36 kHz

XSTR

XSTR

XCOM

XCOM

ZSTR

YSTR

YSTR

ZSTR

ZCOM

ZCOM

YCOM

YCOM

FIG. 10. Mode frequencies versus time (arbitrary units) for
a phrap sequence that permutes every mode of a Ba+ −Yb+

crystal. We couple the modes by sinusoidally ramping on ra-
dial electric fields to Ey = Ez = 200 V/m for the first and last
1/10 of the sequence. The effect of is to permute every mode
in the crystal, mapping the motional populations n̄XCOM →
n̄ZSTR → n̄YSTR → n̄ZCOM → n̄YCOM → n̄XSTR → n̄XCOM.
Given the ability to directly cool a single crystal mode, this
sequence enables all-mode-cooling. The inset shows the small-
est δ/2π ≃ 36 kHz avoided crossing, setting the condition for
adiabaticity for the sequence.
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species crystals, can measure sidebands, and can scan
their trap’s DC electrodes. To exchange two modes, sim-
ply scan the trap electrodes to find a point where the
avoided crossing between the modes is large, and another
where it is small; use the former to adiabatically ramp
through the crossing and the latter to diabatically re-
turn to the original well. Finally, we note that, though
our demonstrations focused on two ion crystals, phrap
can be applied to N ion crystals as well.
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Appendix A: Heating of motional modes via state
preparation

For the data presented in Section III E of the main
text, each phrap operation was followed by sideband cool-
ing on XSTR. We find that photon recoil from our side-
band cooling—specifically, the state-preparation pulse af-
ter the red sideband pulse—can induce a small amount
of motional excitation on certain spectator modes. In
Fig. 11, we measure this effect in Ba+−Yb+ crystals by
repeating the state-prep cycle used in the main text N
times, then measuring n̄ for various modes via fitting to
carrier and red/blue sideband flops. Our typical Doppler
temperatures, 10 − 15 quanta, require approximately as
many red-sideband/state-prep cycles on XSTR as there
are phonons, implying ≈ 0.1−0.2 quanta of excitation
will be added to the radial STR modes each time we
cool XSTR. If we have already ground state cooled these
modes, this will raise their final temperatures.

YSTR

FIG. 11. Temperature of motional modes due to photon re-
coil versus number of state-preparation cycles. In general,
our sideband cooling sequence needs one cycle to remove one
quanta.

Appendix B: Paul traps

Laplace’s equation tells us it is not possible trap a
charged particle using electrostatic fields, but laws tend
to have loopholes. In Paul traps [35], we create the posi-
tive potential curvature needed for a trap by modulating
a harmonic term at a frequency ΩRF:

VRF(t) ≃ VRF cos(ΩRFt)(y
2 − z2), (B1)

which gives an effective ‘pseudopotential’ [1] for a mass
mj ion:

Vpp,j =
V 2
RF

Ω2
RFmj

(y2 + z2), (B2)

when averaged over time. If the ion chain is relatively
cold and near the RF null, Vpp,j is often a good approxi-
mation for the total confinement, which we assume in the
main text. Importantly for this work, Vpp,j is inversely
proportional to mj . While Vpp confines the ions radially,
we confine them axially with a DC potential:

VDC = VDC(x
2 − [cyy

2 + czz
2]), (B3)

where cy+cz = 1 to ensure Laplace’s equation is satisfied.
The total confinement provided by the trap to ion j in
each direction is:

Vxx,j = VDC, Vrr,j = Vpp,j − crVDC, (B4)

for r ∈ {y, z}, giving a total potential:

Vt,j = Vxxx
2
j + Vyy,jy

2
j + Vzz,jz

2
j , (B5)

for each ion j. If we do not use DC electrodes to rotate
the crystal or apply transverse E-fields (see main text),
and there no trap anharmonicities (assumed for simplic-
ity), Eq. (B5) is a complete description of a trap. While
Eq. (B5) implies different radial confinements for differ-
ent massed ions, for one ion or same-species crystals, the
3D-confinement is identical for each ion—reducing the
number of independent curvatures that describe the sys-
tem to three; this has implications about the rotational
symmetry of same-species traps that are important for
this work (see Appendix G).

Appendix C: Coulomb potential

For two-ion crystals, both ions separate themselves
along the direction of weakest confinement, which we
here take to be x- (axial) direction. Compared to a sin-
gle trapped ion, the total potential of the crystal includes
the Coulomb interaction:

VC =
kq2

|r⃗2 − r⃗1|
, (C1)

where k is Coulomb’s constant, q is the ion charge,
and the 1(2) subscripts indicate the qubit(coolant) ion.
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The total potential of a multi-ion system is then Vt =
Vt,1 + Vt,2 + VC, i.e. the effective potential of the trap
plus the ions’ mutual Coulomb repulsion. The set of ion
equilibrium positions corresponds to the point where each
ion experiences net 0 force:

∂Vt

∂xα
= 0, (C2)

for each ion m. Regardless of their masses, two ions con-
fined in a trap defined by Eq. (B5) will have equilibrium
positions centered on the trap axis y1(2) = z1(2) = 0,

with each ion a distance d/2 ≡ ±(kq2/4VDC)
1/3 from

the origin. We define our coordinate system for each ion
{r⃗1, r⃗2} by each ion’s displacement from these positions.

We want to understand the behavior of such a crystal
in the presence of an added E-field or a rotation shim
control field, each of which, for simplicity, we assume
displaces the ions a small distance relative to d, i.e.
|r⃗1(2)| ≪ |r̃1(2)|. If we adiabatically ramp-on a control
field that brings each ion to a new set of equilibrium po-
sitions r⃗1(2), i.e. condition Eq. (C2) is satisfied, we can

then approximate Eq. (C1) with the 2nd-order terms in
its Taylor expansion. Rewriting Eq. (C1) in terms of the
ion-ion displacement vector r⃗d = r⃗2 − r⃗1 and expanding
VC around their equilibrium positions gives:

∂2VC

∂x2
d

= VDC,
∂2VC

∂y2d
= −1

2
VDC,

∂2VC

∂z2d
= −1

2
VDC.

(C3)

If the ions remain on the axis of the trap (yd = zd = 0),
this represents the Coulomb potential’s contribution to
the confinement experienced by each ion:

VC,0 ≃ 1

2
VDC

(
x2
d −

1

2
[y2d + z2d]

)
, (C4)

after which we can substitute {r⃗1, r⃗2} when convenient.
This term adds curvature to the axial direction, since
the repulsive force decreases with xd, and subtracts
curvature from the radial directions because the repul-
sive force’s radial projection increases with yd and zd.
Importantly, Eq. (C4) only depends on the displacement
of each ion, i.e. r⃗d. As a result, it tends to affect
the frequencies of out-of-phase modes (‘stretch’ STR
modes) more than in-phase modes (‘center-of-mass’
COM modes). This is why axial STR modes tends to be
higher frequency than axial COM modes, while radial
STR modes tend to be lower frequency than radial COM
modes [1].

Appendix D: Motional modes

When the ion crystal is on the trap axis the total po-
tential of the two ion crystal is:

V0 = Vt,1 + Vt,2 + VC,0

=
∑

α=1,2

(
Vxx,αx

2
α + Vyy,αy

2
α + Vzz,αz

2
α

)
+
1

2
VDC

(
[x2 − x1]

2 − 1

2
[y2 − y1]

2 +
1

2
[z2 − z1]

2
)

=
∑
r,α,α′

Vrr,αα′rαrα′ , (D1)

where, in the second line, we have grouped the coeffi-
cient of each harmonic term and introduced the two-ion
Hessian matrix Vrr,αα′ . Importantly, this equation repre-

sents an uncoupled trap, i.e. Vrr′,αα′ ∝ δrr
′
; later, and in

the main text, we will discuss methods for manipulating
the crystal to add Vrr′,αα′ terms, where r ̸= r′—crucial
to this work. This makes the Hamiltonian:

H0 =
∑
r,α

p2r,α
2mα

+
∑
r,α,α′

Vrr,αα′rαrα′ . (D2)

In this coordinate system, there is no orthogonal trans-
formation T that allows us to simultaneously diagonalize
the kinetic and potential energy components of Ĥ0. We
can, however, rewrite the problem in mass weighted co-
ordinates r̃α =

√
mαrα:

H̃0 =
1

2

∑
r,α

p̃2r,α +
∑
r,α,α′

Ṽrr,αα′ r̃αr̃α′ , (D3)

recasting the information about ion mass in Ṽrr,αα′ =√
mαmα′Vrr,αα′ . In this coordinate system, the kinetic

energy term takes the form on an inner product, and,
therefore, is invariant under orthogonal transformations;
we can now uncouple H̃0 by diagonalizing Ṽrr,αα′ with
an orthogonal matrix T . We can now rewrite Eq. (D4)
as system of uncoupled motional modes:

H̃0,q =
1

2

∑
n

˙̃q2 + ω2
nq̃

2
n, (D4)

where we have introduced mode position and momentum
coordinates qn and q̇n, respectively. We can transform
between the two coordinate systems using:

rα =
1

√
mα

∑
m

βn
r,αqn (D5)

According to Ehrenfest’s theorem, the expectation values
of harmonic Hamiltonians, such as H̃0,q, always follow
Newton’s equations of motion. Since we only consider
harmonic interactions here, we can switch between the
quantum and classical pictures with impunity, whenever
convenient. Specifically, we use classical numerical sim-
ulations of the full ion crystal in Sec. III because they
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scale in a more straightforwardly favorable way with sys-
tem size. While, in Sec. II, we describe the theory of
phrap using ladder operators:

q̃n =

√
ℏ

2ωn

(
â†n + ân

)
˙̃qn = i

√
ℏωn

2

(
â†n − ân

)
, (D6)

because it allows us to better isolate the behavior of spe-
cific modes using the rotating wave approximation. We
can insert these into Eq. (D4) to give:

Ĥ0,q = ℏ
∑
n

ωnâ
†
nân. (D7)

Appendix E: Sympathetic cooling

The modal structure of mixed-species crystals has been
discussed in detail [40], but its relevance to this work is
worth pointing out. Each direction now has two modes
associated with it: one mode where the ions move in same
direction ‘COM’ (center-of-mass-like), and one where the
ions mode in different directions (stretch-like) ‘STR’.
Since the ions are separated axially, the Coulomb curva-
ture results in XSTR being higher-frequency than XCOM
(see Sec. C). Since the Coulomb force is a static potential,
it must decrease curvature in the radial directions to sat-
isfy Laplace’s equation. As a result YSTR and ZSTR are,
in general, lower frequency than YCOM and ZCOM, re-
spectively; note that this does not necessarily mean that
YSTR is always lower frequency than ZCOM. As dis-
cussed in Ref. [40], when the value of m1/m2 ̸≈ 1, the
radial mode ‘decouple’, meaning they tend to be com-
prised almost entirely of the coolant or the qubit ion.
When m1 > m2, radial STR modes are slow-cooling and
radial COM modes are fast-cooling. When m2 > m1,
the case demonstrated below, radial STR modes are fast-
cooling and radial COM modes are slow-cooling.

Appendix F: Axial/radial rotation shims

We can directly couple radial and axial modes with a
rotation shim:

VR = Vxyxy + Vxzxz, (F1)

defined about the center of the trap. Because of their ax-
ial separation, this will induce a differential force in y or
z—the coolant ion experiencing F2 = −Vxrd/2 and the
qubit ion experiencing F1 = Vxrd/2 in radial direction r,
causing the crystal axis to rotate about its center. If Vx is
positive/negative, this will result in a negative/positive
value of r̃d at the ions’ new equilibrium positions, mak-
ing a VC,xr that cancels with the Vrot that created it. For

same-species crystals this canceling is exact (see next Ap-
pendix G). For the mixed-species crystals we explore in
the main text, we find that, while the cancellation is not
exact, it is difficult to induce significant coupling between
axial and radial modes because of it. As we discuss in
Sec. IV, we can combine axial/radial rotation shims with
the radial electric fields (discussed in the previous sub-
section) to amplify mode-mode couplings in certain sit-
uations. Additionally, in Appendix I, we discuss using
radial/radial rotation shims, i.e. potential terms ∝ yz,
to exchange the motional state of every radial mode in
one direction with its coorespondent mode in the other
radial direction.

Appendix G: Rotated wells

If we apply a rotation shim that couples xj and xk, the
potential for these two degrees of freedom is:

Vrot = Vjjx
2
j + Vkkx

2
k + Vjkxjxk. (G1)

If we rotate this coordinate system about the direction
orthogonal to both directions, i.e. the cross-product of
the two unit vectors x̂j × x̂k, by an angle θ we get:

xj = x′
j cos(θ) + x′

k sin(θ) (G2)

xk = x′
k cos(θ)− x′

j sin(θ).

Inserting this into Eq. (G1), we obtain the potential in a
general, rotated coordinate system:

V ′
rot =

(
Vjj cos

2[θ] + Vkk sin
2[θ]− 1

2
Vjk sin[2θ]

)
x′2
j +(

Vkk cos
2[θ] + Vjj sin

2[θ] +
1

2
Vjk sin[2θ]

)
x′2
k +(

[Vjj − Vkk] sin[2θ] + Vjk cos[2θ]
)
x′
jx

′
k. (G3)

If we choose:

θ =
1

2
arctan

( Vjk

Vkk − Vjj

)
, (G4)

the ∝ x′
jx

′
k term vanishes, giving an uncoupled 3D os-

cillator. In other words, the added ∝ xjxk torque term
can be interpreted as a rotation of the trapping poten-
tial. For same-species crystals, the value of θ for both
ions is identical; meaning, if adiabaticity is maintained,
the mode structure of the crystal will not change. In
other words, the types of phrap sequences discussed in
the main text would not work. This means any phrap
protocol used to transfer motional states of same-species
crystals must do so globally, uniformly rotating all of the
motion in one direction into another (orthogonal) one.
Importantly, neither of these symmetry arguments apply
to mixed-species crystals because of the ∝ 1/m depen-
dence of the pseudopotential; as a result, an E-field will
translate each ion different distances, and a harmonic
torque term about the trap center by different angles.
As we will discuss, this enables many phrap transitions
unique to mixed-species crystals.
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Appendix H: Simultaneous application of radial
electric fields and rotation shims

We can increase the size of the XCOM/ZSTR cross-
ing in Fig. IV by applying an additional ∝ xy rotation
shim to the crystal. This can significantly increase the
coupling between these two modes. We plot this effect
in Fig. 12, where we show that adding a radial shim
term Vxy = VDC,0xy/2 increases the size of the cross-

ing to δ/2π ∼ 75 kHz for a 171Yb+ −137 Ba+ crystal.
Unfortunately, if we use radial electric fields and rota-
tion shims simultaneously, the induced mode-mode cou-
pling becomes ion-order dependent. This is because the
uniform force from the radial electric field will add con-
structively/destructively with the differential force from
the rotation shim in a way that result in a different total
force being applied to either ion, breaking the symme-
try of the problem for mixed-species crystals. We show
this in Fig. 12 where we show same crossing but for a
137Ba+ −171 Yb+ crystal, showing the crossing narrows
from δ/2π ∼ 75 kHz to δ/2π ∼ 3 kHz under this ex-
change. In state-of-the-art QCCD architectures [6], ion
swaps such as this are treated similarly to ion losses,
where the circuit is restarted as soon as the event is
observed, so this order-dependence should not have an
effect on its use in future architectures, but it could add
difficulty to other types of experiments.

Appendix I: Radial rotations

The quadratic shims we have focused on so far ro-
tate crystals between the axial and radial directions, i.e.
shims that are ∝ xy or ∝ xz. As discussed in Ap-
pendix F, because the ions are separated in x each ion

0.70 0.75 0.80 0.85
time (au)

1.7

1.8

/2
 (M

Hz
)

FIG. 12. Eigenfrequencies ω versus time (arbitrary units) for
example phrap sequences where we show how rotation shims
can combine with radial electric fields to help strengthen
mode-mode coupling, at expense of being sensitive to ion
ordering, for the YSTR/XCOM crossing shown in the text
and inset of Fig. 10. The solid lines represent the (order-
insensitive) case when we couple the two modes with only a
radial electric field |Ey| = 200 V/m. In addition, we add a
∝ xy rotation shim Vr,0 ≃ 1.75 × 107 V/m2 to the crystal,

which increases the splitting to δ̃/2π ∝ 75 kHz in a Yb-Ba

crystal, and reduces it to δ̃/2π ∝ 3 kHz in a Ba-Yb crystal.

feels force that is equal and opposite its partner, caus-
ing the crystal to rotate in a manner that cancels the
mode coupling from the shim that created it. Since the
ions are assumed to be at rest on the RF null, i.e. at
yj = zj = 0 for each ion j, there is no such force cre-
ated by ∝ yz rotation shims, and no such cancellation
effect. It is, therefore, possible to couple the two radial
directions of the trap with this type of shim, which then
allows us to drive phrap transitions if we cross the modes
with it on. Other than our applied DC shims, however,
both radial directions are symmetric. Therefore, adjust-
ing our electrodes to bring YCOM/ZCOM into degen-
eracy, necessarily brings YSTR/ZSTR into degeneracy,
simultaneously. We show this in Fig. 13, where we ini-
tialize a crystal such that its y-modes are lower frequency
than its z-modes. We then ramp on a ∝ yy−zz shim un-
til the modes cross, while applying a radial rotation shim
according to Vrad = VDC,0 sin

2(πt/tr)yz for the phrap
duration tr. Here, we can see that both mode pairs cross
at the same time. We can straightforwardly interpret this
as a rotation of one radial direction into other, where we
initialize the crystal with one weak axis and one strong
axis then rotate the weak axis 90 degrees, exchanging
the weak and strong axis as well as the motion associ-
ated with each.

ySTR

zSTR

zSTR
ySTR

yCOM
yCOMzCOM
zCOM

FIG. 13. Eigenfrequencies ω versus time (arbitrary units) for
rotation of every radial mode with is corespondent pair from
the other radial direction. We initialize the system such that
the y-direction is more strongly confined than the z-direction,
then we ramp on a ∝ zz− yy shim to cross each radial mode.
We show this with (colored solid) and without (black dashed)
a ∝ yz rotation shim of size Vr,0 added to couple the radial
modes.
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